The Material World
with Quentin Cooper 

Quentin Cooper : We're a sort of Hitchiker's Guide to the Present.Hello.If you were listening to or heard last week's Material World and I'll accept either,you may recall we investigated viruses in general and cancer causing viruses in particular.Today we go in the other direction and look at how viruses are being designed which can combat cancer. First,I sing the body electric 
[ Wasn't that "Weather Report"? LB].Or rather Diana Ross does. "Alright,get ready,we're gonna work that body, and reach 2,3,4,5,6,7,8...." To get the "supreme" body,there's an alternative to working out,namely working it out,letting the body change into various new forms,and by a process of trial and error develop the one that's perfect for the individual's needs.Now if you're thinking "I don't remember that being an option down the gym" then yes this is not the latest exercise regime,it's the latest approach to creating intelligent able bodied artificial life. The buzzword's here are "evolutionary robotics" and the buzz notion is to mimic natural selection,and have robot control systems and body designs which can evolve so that you end up with something singularly suited to the task in hand. 
[ There'd be little point in mimicking nature,if nature didn't work like that or if evolutionary theory was not sound or useful in principle.The fact is that the technique within robotics and even car design yields productive solutions to problems,so whether or not it works in nature,it works in a computer -LB] Now this all sounds so straightforward and sensible,it's easy to forget that getting the most advanced robot to date to tie its own shoelaces,is a high level challenge.So developing ones which can not only self regulate but self improve,is something of an evolutionary leap. Dr Phil Husbands is a reader in artificial intelligence at Sussex University and he's working on the evolving thinking power aspects,while on the line from Waltham in Massachusetts is Professor Jordan Pollack,from the Department of Computer Science at Brandias University who's looking at how evolutionary computing,can help both robot brains and robot bodies to improve. 
[ See algo.html,fittest.html,el-fish.html @nbci] First I want to check with both of you really,that you know you're still with me so far and that what I've said..because this is all fairly heavy stuff,and I did bring in Diana Ross there,so are we starting from the right platform here Jordan? 

Jordan Pollack :Err I think that a perfect body might be an overstatement! 

Quentin Cooper : (sniggers) But a decent one isn't? 

Jordan Pollack : Any body at all that has a brain that can control it is essentially an advance in robotics because most robots have been built first and then the question of how do you get a brain to actually control it has been left as an exercise for the reader,who always fails,so we have museums filled with mechanical and electronic things that might one day be robots if only the AI problem were solved. 

Quentin Cooper : Right but your are trying to tackle...or between you are trying to tackle both sides of it? 

Jordan Pollack : That's right,we work on the idea of the co-evolution of the body and the brain.In nature there never is a body without a brain 
[ That's not true.See shadow.html {Paramecium} -LB],and what we do is we essentially capture that principle in software,inside virtual realities we evolve mechanical structures and neural network control is that work together,and that the only way that they survive in simulation is if they actually can get somewhere,and this results in a much tighter coupling between the physical componentry 
[ I don't think the spell checkers going to like that one -LB],and the mental componentry,so to speak,of the robot 

Quentin Cooper : Now Phil Husbands now we'll gloss over the very obvious joke Jordan's set me up there about the fact that I have known people with bodies without brains,(low giggles) but,so that this isn't a new idea is it? Subjecting artificial systems to something akin to natural evolution. 

Phil Husbands : No it's not,I mean it's been ...first developed in the 60s probably goes back to the 40s and 50s,but as a general class of techniques,there was evolutionary computing,genetic algorithm is probably the best known one,where the idea is you... 

Quentin Cooper : So say that again slower "genetic algorithm"? 
[ See algo.html,fittest.html,el-fish.html @nbci] 

Phil Husbands :....genetic algorithms,yeah.. 

Quentin Cooper : Right. 

Phil Husbands :...would be the best known of those,where the idea is you have a population of solutions to whatever your problem is,it maybe some kind of engineering problem it maybe the design of a robot,and each of those solutions has associated with it a genetic code,an artificial genetic code,think of it as artificial DNA,that somehow codes for that solution.So we have a population of those solutions,these are then subjected to some kind of selection pressure,so the best at solving the problem are the fitter,and those go on to produce the next generation by mutations and maybe sexual selection,crossover between two parents to produce an offspring. 

Quentin Cooper : Now you've got all the terminology there,which obviously comes from evolution,artificial DNA,populations,selection,you know,fittest,next generation,but I mean aren't you just borrowing the language,what you're doing with robots is surely nothing like what happens in nature. 
[ Notice that Quentin thinks it DOES happen in nature -LB] 

Jordan Pollack : What we do in software is inspired by those algorithms,and by what happens in nature and then the software of course formalises it and makes it work in some way,and so it isn't nature,it's software,but the software is inspired by what's been observed in biology. 
[ And it HAS been observed otherwise we wouldn't be able to make use of it in AI -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : But Jordan,inspired by as we know from a generation of directors can cover a multitude of sins.... 

Jordan Pollack : Absolutely. 

Quentin Cooper : .... I mean does it...? 

Jordan Pollack : Absolutely.It's just you know at the base level it's an artificial intelligence search algorithm,that's all it is. 

Quentin Cooper : That's all it is,okay,well I want to go into a bit more detail about what all that means so,Phil take us through them again,we said this applies to robotics,can it also be use in other areas,as well? 

Phil Husbands : Yes,it's a very,very general framework,so it's used in all kinds of engin...aspects of engineering for instance in scheduling factories,designing aerospace components,producing works of art 
[ see artmind.rtf @nbci {Bill Latham)],I mean basically,the idea is if you can encode whatever it is you're interested in on some kind of artificial DNA,which is usually a string of numbers and characters,so we have some process of turning that into the object we're interested in,we have some way either explicitly or implicitly of measuring the "fitness",so how good it is of solving the problem,how beautiful it is as a work of art,whatever it might be,then we can have this idea of selection that we then have these processes loosely akin to genetic processes where you get mutated copies of individuals forming the next generation,or even sexual reproduction where you have bits of two members,two parents producing an offspring,so some kind of combination of their artificial genetic material. 

Quentin Cooper : I don't remember the robot gallery at the Tate modern though,so this aesthetic aspect is not really caught on has it? 
[ Many artificial systems are not producing works with their own unique styles,some of which are genetically produced,and are appreciated by humans -LB] Phil Husbands : No there is,there's a fair bit,not necessarily in robotics,but various kinds of art work.In fact one of the things that inspired the work we'll be talking about,Jordan's work later on,Carl Sims who I think probably would regard himself more as an artist,I mean he's a very good computer scientist as well,he's produced all kinds of evolved artworks,images and animations. 
[ As has Bill Latham who's CD "Evolva" allows others to do the same thing.Note that these artists are exploiting the computer medium and not rejecting it. (see also www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/aaron.html) - Perhaps such robotic works would be described as a load of "Jordan Pollack's" -LB] Jordan Pollack : Yes,in fact I think that the best way of you know of explaining the work that we recently had published in Nature,is that it sort of combined the real breakthrough work that Carl Sims did in 1994 of evolving creatures inside virtual reality simulations 
[ Ref Video C2 : 283 Useful Ideas from Japan:Technodeep],with the body of work done at Phil's lab at Sussex,which evolves brains for robots,and what we did was we took one kind of artificial evolution of creatures in simulation and another kind of evolutionary robotics of learning how to control a robot,and we brought the two of those things together,so that we could evolve creatures and control them and turn then into real robots. 

Quentin Cooper : Okay Phil this applies to a real problem,say you've got some robots or a robot or however many robots you have,what do you do to go from if you like the Adam and Eve to the perfect or near perfect one? 
[ A bit odd to mention Adam and Eve when talking about evolution -LB]

Phil Husbands : Well,you start with usually a random initial population,so they'll be complete rubbish at everything 
[ See random.html@nbci],you'll have some objective way usually of measuring what it is you want to do.So if you want it to just move,then the fitness will just be how far the thing has moved,or if it's more complex,like some kind of visually guided behaviour,it's how far did it get towards the thing it's supposed to picking out in its world and moving towards. 

Quentin Cooper : Okay well let's just make it a real problem,let's say we're trying to get it to move to the red ball that's 3 yards 
[ Yards? -LB] whatever,so that's our problem. 

Phil Husbands :So for instance the fitness function could just be you know,how much progress did it make towards that,it's gets a big score for actually getting there and if it makes some progress towards that,some little bit of score,and then those....so early on there'll probably...something by chance might stagger just a little bit towards this red ball,that's going to be fitter,it's genes... so it will produce more of the next generation,and so on and so on,this process iterates 
[ see members.aol.com/Templarser/fractals.html ],and eventually you'll get better and better solutions,until you get one's that whizz straight to the red ball no problem at all. 
[ This is how apparent "design" appears in nature,and fools creationists into thinking a designer is involved -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : And the practicalities of how you iterate? You look at the actual robot genome if you like of the ones that have succeeded and you put that into all your other robots and that's the next lot,and then the one's that are best of that you carry on do you? 
[ In nature,the environment does the selection,those that are better at "reaching the red ball" survive,and those that are not so good die,and are thus unable to contribute to the next generation.This creates a compounding of ability,and contrary to creationists simple linear schemes,the time window is foreshortened by this iteration (see members.nbci.com/Templarser/hoyle.rtf) -LB] 

Phil Husbands :Yeah essentially,I mean you know,mutated copies of those or combining from two fit members of the previous population,so take their artificial genomes and combine them in some way to produce a new offspring. 

Quentin Cooper : Hang on you've just moved from natural selection to robot eugenics here haven't you? (laughter) You're manipulating the population as well? 

Phil Husbands :Ahhh not at all,yeah. 

Jordan Pollack :Yeah,we're really talking about a software process,it's really searching through a space of possible characters of possible designs and there's a lot of different ways of writing computer software to manage that. 

Quentin Cooper : And Jordan in your case,I mean once you try and get the robot to design it's own body,I presume a robot's idea,I mean if we can anthropomorphise here,a robot's ...what a robot....what is a good body for a robot,might bear not resemblance to what we've always thought of as a good body for a robot? 

Jordan Pollack :The...I want to separate...you know,we have one robotic system which is composed of an evolutionary computation system and a physical simulation for virtual reality and a manufacturing device,that's a big robot,very complicated,you know built out of AI technology.That big robot makes these little robots,which are really like toys and have no conception at all of how good their body is.They simply behave.But the fact is... is that... 

Quentin Cooper : Well let me rephrase that then,what I'm saying is,the...let's say,not the little robots,but the robots that are actually turned out by the big robot,may...might they not end up looking and be...they maybe perfectly suited to the task,but they bear they bear no resemblance to the kind of robots that a human robot designer might come out with? Jordan Pollack : Exactly,exactly,the idea is the interaction between the physics of the world and the evolution lead to certain kinds of designs which you know then enable the functionality which survives. 
[ Wouldn't it be great if given the physics of the world the computers designed the same type of organism that currently exist in biology showing that only physics and evolution is necessary to form creatures? And that they "self design" by natural selection? -LB] So the question is not what's necessarily possible.Physics enables a set of possibilities,but evolution essentially says what persists,and so what persists and what survives through this process becomes franchised in the design,and because we don't have a list of human design laws,and you know an encyclopaedia where you could build this and you could build that. 
[ The HGP conceivably will produce the possibility of such an encyclopaedia -LB] What actually emerges is you know we can sometimes see human -like designs in them,but most of the time they're simply functional bits of you know mechanical movement and pattern generation by artificial brains which get the job done. 

Quentin Cooper : If we are talking about robots and robots evolving minds,robots evolving bodies,they'll be some people,perhaps in a world where we're all saturated with science fiction who immediately start to think we are talking about you know super brainy,super powered creatures.I think we do need to stress don't we Jordan that robots are a lot less sophisticated than we generally give them credit for. 
[ In actual fact it maybe the LACK of sophistication that causes the problem.In "Robocop" what makes him different from the lumbering mechanical potential replacement is his human sophistication. As New Scientist reported a robot has been given the potential to hold fire arms,and perhaps military equipment and "smart bombs" already have some level of sophistication.The problem is they are not sophisticated enough to make moral decisions.The idea that some drone or automaton will fire a handgun at anything that moves is far more terrifying than a thinking robot that might discriminate between a friend and a foe.Far from fearing intelligent machines,it maybe just the ability to think that stops them becoming "terminators",as perhaps shown in some sci-fi movies where the android develops a moral conscience .I recall one with David Morse and Chris Plummer and another with fellow St Elsewhere star Terry Knox which I think was called "J.O.E" -LB] 

Jordan Pollack :I would definitely stress that.I mean I think that a robot is a computer controlling some machine that has an impact in the real world so an ink jet printer is really a robot,it's controlled by a computer,it spits out little dots and it measures where the print head is on the paper,and an automatic teller machine that people go to the bank to get money from is also a robot.It's a computer that controls something that spits out money and reads you know your credit card okay,it talks to the bank and it also puts people out of work,but it's a very simple machine,and the problem for robots is that most robots are so expensive to design and build that that they don't really have any economic utility,and what we hope through this work is that by taking humans out of the design loop,and using automatic programs to design these simple,fairly simple machines,that they will actually have some economic utility because they'll be chap enough to be valuable for simple tasks. 
[ Note that putting people out of work is seen as a problem,even though the machine as an automaton is doing something that presumably humans don't wish to do.Many people complain of having to work,and yet when machines put them out of work they complain then too! Theoretically,our whole society could have machines doing the work and humans left to do what they want,and yet politicians make it seem like one is lazy if one does not work. Similarly some people think their lives have been killed off if they don't work,that's rather sad,it's like a donkey thinking it's life is to work a treadmill.If Roger Penrose is right,machines can never attain the heights of human beings no matter how good they become.Insight and creativity are peculiarly the domain of a quantum system.Digital computers using algorithms could never do what we do (even if AARON is producing pictures). To be relieved of work is a GOOD thing.People should be free to do what they want not what somebody else wishes them to do.One's life is not killed of if your job is done by a machine.In fact if your job is capable of being done by a machine it's not a job for a human.Note that computers are fantastic at rote calculation,but it took a human to solve Fermat's Last Theorem,even though computers epitomise the ability do to mathematics,they nevertheless could not do what Andrew Wiles did.Similarly even if computers produce works of art,art is a subjective thing,and humans could still produce works of art.As is shown in artmind.rtf (trans.html) an emanation of someone's internal ideas is required in art,and it's hard to see how digital computers can emulate a true understanding via algorithms as Roger Penrose shows -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : And Phil Husbands,this is the point,it's about economics isn't it? I mean you may have to wait for generation after generation of your robots but at least your not having to design them from first principles each time. 

Phil Husbands :Yeah that's right but I'd just like to stress that you know we're a long long way from anything particularly useful,particularly intelligent.Lots and lots of problems to be solved here,what kind of artificial nervous systems should these robots have? There's a lot of technical problems but it's all very very interesting,very creative,very nice new science. 

Quentin Cooper : And even if you are a long long way away from getting something particularly useful,how many generations of these things does it take to get some thing slightly useful? 

Phil Husbands : Well for sim... Jordan Pollack : Well.. 

Phil Husbands : Sorry..Jordan... 

Quentin Cooper : Jordan,you answer that. 

Jordan Pollack :I'll answer that,you know the robots that we have now,could be useful if they were mass produced as toys you know to give away with McDonald's happy meals,okay! (Quentin sniggers,Phil giggles) I'm serious I mean you know,it's simply a little piece of plastic which behaves,right,and if it behaves in a way that a child wants to buy,then it's useful,right,I mean they buy worse things,they buy static pieces of plastic with hair,you know,like little ponies and little dogs. 
[ And Pokemon and Furbies.Our own robot Dingbot is purely mechanical and mildly entertaining and fairly cheap -LB] So you know a piece of plastic which moves might have more interest than a piece of plastic with hair. 

Quentin Cooper : But Jordan has this made the field of AI a sort of sexy field again? Because it was very unfashionable for a while. 

Jordan Pollack : I think that you know AI suffered from -as a field-I consider myself part of it - but it suffered from a sort of a an ego driven by you know an awful lot of military funding and commercial interests which ultimately failed,you know the expert systems and list companies failed and took a lot of investor money with them,and so it became somewhat unfashionable,so yeah I think AI and especially the evolutionary part of AI is in fact generating a lot of interest now.But the field itself focuses on one of the great unsolved mysteries you know,how is it that a system you know can think? How is it that we can make a machine think? It's as big a question as you know as how can you make a machine fly or the origin of life,understanding life as a, you know as a chemical process,far from equilibrium which dissipates energy and creates marvellous structures,I mean those are big questions,and so... 

Quentin Cooper : We will get on to those big questions in other Material Worlds,the fashionable (Jordan laughs) Professor Jordan Pollack and Dr Phil Husbands thanks,and if you're wondering where all this might lead,you should dig out John W Campbell's 1932 SF story,"The Last Evolution",in which our machines rather than us,are the one's which advance to a state of pure consciousness. 
[ I doubt that consciousness can exist outside of a brain.In "Silent Running" it was a robot that was given guardianship of the last remaining greenery of Earth,and perhaps in that film the robots were the one's with the retiring attributes,and it was the humans who were the beings one should be afraid of.This perhaps is a better indication of actually how things are.It is humans that kill for no reason,destroy environments for greed and profit,and as Ripley said in one of the Alien movies,that at least they didn't stab each other in the back for profit. In research being done in pack cooperation of robots,they act in unison to achieve a common goal.Even though humans are capable of this,often we are at odds with each other over some trivial disagreement and kill thousands rather as the disagreement over which side to chop the egg in "Gulliver's Travel's". We only land on the moon when we cooperate,I suspect robots would be less Terminators,and more Hewie, Dewey and Louie from "Silent Running" and I doubt with the quantum element that they'd ever be searching out their creator asking for more life,like Roy in "Bladerunner" ,but then Aibo the robodog apparently has just been given a secondary level capacity,so who knows? -LB] And a decade earlier Edgar Rice Burroughs took time off from from Tarzan to write a Sci-Fi tale "At the Earth's Core". "I sought out some adult vipers of the species which had stung me,and having killed them extracted their virus,smearing upon the tips of several arrows.Later I shot a Hyenadon with one of these and although my virus arrows inflicted but a superficial flesh would,the beast crumpled in death almost immediately." Viruses (see world31.rtf) it seems have their uses.Now I'll admit this particular example takes the word in it's old fashioned sense of the venom or poison,but there's also Edward Jenna's pioneering work using cowpox virus to vaccinate against smallpox,which is more important but less easy to find instances of in a ripping Sci-Fi yarn,and there's developing viruses which cancel cancers.Now this isn't science fiction.Viral anti-cancer treatments are already at a trial stage. 
[ Note here that viruses are usually seen as a threat,and via science a potential evil as it were is being used for good.One cannot be so particular when partaking of Pandora's Box which things are evil and which are good,it's not that simple,some can be both depending on use or context -LB] But what should help these and other new approaches being developed is that Oxford University have just announced they're are setting up a Centre for Computational Drug Design with a specific goal to develop methods and design compounds which will serve as therapeutic agents against cancer.In our Oxford studio is the centre's director Professor Graham Richards who's also the University's chairman of chemistry and with me in the studio is Dr David Kern who as head of the viral and genetic therapy programme for the Imperial Cancer Research Fund,has been using altered viruses to attack cancerous tumours. 
[ As was shown in world31 there are viruses that cause cancer,it seems eminently sensible then to exploit viruses as a means to controlling cancer,since they enable the delivery of genetic material to a cell.When attacking us viruses might approach only specific areas of our body,and perhaps this targeting will be used to deliver a taste of their own medicine so to speak to cancers -LB] I want to ask both of you first of all,I mean there are a lot of initiatives,projects,schemes to tackle cancer by various means,why do we need both of yours? David to start with I think. 

David Kern :I think it's important to remember that despite all the therapeutic approaches we've used so far,for cancer we really haven't gotten nearly as far as we'd like to.So we need to come up with new ways of attacking cancer by new avenues that we can then combine with the currently available agents and really hit cancer from multiple sides by multiple approaches simultaneously,and I think then we'll have a shot at really impacting the disease more effectively and potentially ever...eventually curing it. 
[ It's noticeable that cancer(s) have had to be treated in this way,using a multi pronged attack,perhaps because cancers are varied an occur in individuals.But all approaches are the equivalent of hitting with a hammer,variously poisoning,irradiating,surgically removing,virally attacking/genetically intervening upon a cancer. The novel and definitive approach of curing a cancer by defeating how it occurs seems not to exist.I would have thought that the cure, should it exist would be a subtle alteration,as probably the cause is a subtle flaw,and the techniques we're using now are rather as one eminent surgeon described a suture needle entering the flesh at cellular level as being like incommensurate with the scale of the cells.It seems we are using a (or several) jack hammer(s) to crack a nut,but that this is all that is currently available -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Graham Richards, attack from all sides? 

Graham Richards : Yes certainly,I mean cancer is...people think of it as a big problem.in fact of course it's many big problems and those different problems require different sorts of solutions,so a whole range of sciences,a great battery of things need to be tried. 

Quentin Cooper : So how will this Centre for Computational Drug Design work? Is it going to be a centre for world expertise? 

Graham Richards :The novel feature of this is the grant which I was given from the National Foundation for Cancer Research in the US,is to set up a virtual centre,so that we're all,the people involved are computational people,so we can work over the internet and via the world wide web,so we have people in Britain,Italy,Spain,and Portugal,and we can actually work together using computers.So although the techniques that we're using are being developed by us and others that's a quite a widely used approach,the novelty here is having it done as a virtual centre. 
[ A statistic out this week suggests the net is replacing the TV in terms of time spent in use by people -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : So you're sort of half way between being an actual centre and a web group? 

Graham Richards :Indeed,that's quite a good description. 

Quentin Cooper : And these compounds which quote "will serve as therapeutic agents against cancer",I mean what...you must be looking for something specific within that nice handy phrase? 

Graham Richards :Erm yes,I mean we've largely developed methods...I mean drugs tend to be little molecules that bind to big molecules,and the big molecules would be things like DNA or proteins,so we will both attack the big molecule end that's trying to work out the structures of these things,and then try to find little molecules that will bind to them and block them and stop specific things,and in fact linking up to the earlier part of your programme, some of the techniques we use will indeed be things like genetic algorithms and neural networks and methods from computer vision,so that the computational tools we bring to this. 

Quentin Cooper : Of course we planned it that way when we made the programme,I'm sure we did, somewhere,deep down.But when you say little molecules,I mean obviously there's lots and lots of little molecules,there must be ways of narrowing your search? 

Graham Richards :Yes that is indeed why we will use some of these computer vision techniques.Within my own group at the moment, one of the things we're most excited about is using pattern recognition techniques.There are..one can get many many molecules, because again harking back to the first part of your programme,robots can now make hundreds of thousands,if not millions of molecules whereas chemists used to make them 20-30 a year,at the same time pharmaceutical companies and other institutes have databases of many millions of molecules.So one thing the computer can do is to look through that mass of data using techniques say from computer vision to seek out molecules which have just the properties that you would like them to have,in order to bind very tightly to their molecular target. 
[ Note that whilst this is all very well and good,the philosophy is one of intervention rather than looking for why the fault occurred in the first place.Perhaps one of the reasons people have sought out "alternative therapies" is because of the perception that symptoms were being treated and not the disease.It's okay taking an aspirin to stop the effects of the headache, but a headache occurred to tell you something is wrong for your body.Glossing over the effects of the headache bypasses why it occurred in the first place.Blocking processes in the body does not solve the problem. In my own case,what was said in front11 about mind over body, my own state of mind might have been the cause of my skin trouble,but the solution given was a drug that blocked the production of bacteria in follicles.It worked,but it hasn't solved the reason why my body is out of whack.I think it is hormonal at source but no one sought to find out,they just blocked the symptoms.It seems to me that the philosophy of Western medicine is fundamentally flawed even if it works in practice -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Aaah now this is the bit I think we need to zoom in on,so what you're saying is with the larger molecules you,with your knowledge of them,will know that a certain molecule of a certain shape will be the one that you need,and then you go back to the databases and hunt through that for molecules that have that right profile? 

Graham Richards :Yeah,we would like the little molecule needs the right shape to fit,but it would also need other properties because not only does it need to fit into the target site,it needs to bind very tightly .The more tightly it binds the less the dose,and clearly as everyone would realise,if you take drugs,pharmaceuticals,the smaller the does the less chance of side effects and things. 
[ Note that here again a frontier researcher does not seem to have taken the notions of Chaos Theory. Whilst it maybe true that in general small doses have small effects,one only has to think of the vipers referred to earlier to realise that small doses of one thing can be far more devastating than large doses of others.There is not a simple linear correlation going on,and further within the body there are many feedback systems,where a small amount can actually produce a terrible effect by interfering with a crucial process. It's also possible for this effect to work in reverse.Small doses of water are accommodated and even necessary,but if you drink enough water (a large dose) can kill you. One has to be very careful of oversimplification -LB] So you want a little molecule that binds to a very specific target,and the binding of this little molecule to the big molecule,one would know from biological knowledge that this would interfere with cell reproduction ideally be quite specific,and in such a way inhibit the growth of cancerous cells. 

Quentin Cooper : And as you say,it's many battles against many different things ,so we're talking about looking for lots of different molecules,not one super duper little molecule that's going to wipe up everything? 

Graham Richards : Indeed if we could narrow it down to a relatively small number,then of course these things would have to be tested and screened.But because there are so many molecules,there are something of order 20 million molecules which have been characterised and you've got to hunt through that haystack for a limited number that are worth testing. 

Quentin Cooper : And could it be that some of these molecules turn out to be everyday substances that have been around for donkey's years,but have never been looked at in this light before? 

Graham Richards :It could be and indeed and as is increasingly realised natural products, people look at molecules that come out of sponges or that are found in jungles,that is one approach,the other is to get robots to make lots of molecules,and again with a bit of intelligence you can make the robots produce molecules which have some of the desired qualities but chemistry is wonderful at producing many many variants,with a small number of building blocks,so you can make many things and use computer methods to narrow down the search. 

Quentin Cooper : And David Kern,talking of variants,now your goal I presume is the same as Graham's but your approach is a very different one? 

David Kern :Absolutely I think what we both take advantage of is the fact that we've learned a tremendous amount about what causes cancer over the last 20 years and now basically,given that knowledge,he's developing more small molecule agents,and we're developing viruses that target similar alterations in the cancer cell. 

Quentin Cooper : It sounds lovely when you say it "We're developing viruses that target similar alterations in the cancer cell." Now how do you develop a virus,and how does that virus,then attack the cancer cell or prevent the cancer cell becoming a tumour? 

David Kern : Right so,the virus we're using currently is called adenovirus and that causes generally cold like symptoms,it's reasonably well -tolerated but causes mild disease. 

Quentin Cooper : Why this particular virus? Does it have particular properties or is it just that you understand it very well? 

David Kern :We understand it extremely well,first of all,second of all it infects a broad range of cells particularly a broad range of tumour cells,thirdly it causes a very mild human disease,we wanted to start with something that wasn't particularly a serious virus for human beings. 

Quentin Cooper : Sounds good from my point of view,yes! 

David Kern : Right! (laughs) So basically what we've done,when viruses enter a cell to reproduce in that cell and kill the cell,they have to inactivate a number of defence mechanisms that the cell has to protect itself against viruses.What we've done is essentially taken out a chunk of DNA from the virus so now it can no longer inactivate the defence mechanism in a normal cell.So now this mutated virus is actually much safer in normal cells. 

Quentin Cooper : Right,it would normally be damaging to the normal cells but now... 

David Kern : Now it's significantly safer,now why... 

Quentin Cooper : But that's not the same as it damaging the cancer cells though. 

David Kern :Exactly,so why no is it still able to multiply in cancer cells and destroy cancer cells? Well it turns out that when cancer cells develop they inactivate all the same sort of cellular defence mechanisms and security alarms that the virus normally would,so now because the cancer cells already lost it's defence mechanisms,this attenuated virus still can produce itself happily in the cancer cell destroy the cancer cell, release thousands of viral particles locally and essentially spread throughout the tumour. 

Quentin Cooper : So in fact,the cancer cells although they're doing lots of bad things,they're doing something that's quite handy for you,I mean it just happens to have this property that you can exploit?

David Kern : That's exactly right,and in fact this would really be the first therapeutic agent that's been developed that actually reproduces itself in the body,and actually amplifies what you put in.So normal drugs,obviously you put in your dose,and then it's cleared by the body, in this case what we have is something that is actually amplified and multiplied but only in the tumour tissue not in the normal cells. 
[ Note that it was Graham who was talking about keeping doses low,and thinking in terms of linear correspondence. David has introduced a factor that renders a non linear correspondence,one that creates a kind of "chain reaction" in the body,and whilst this is exactly the thing that is being exploited to attack the cancer,it's also potentially risky to use a system that grows in potential rather than diminishing over time,in other words it's capacity is not "controlled" in terms of dosage.Given that there are myriad feedback systems in the body this could have a catastrophic effect on the body unless one knows precisely what one is doing. This idea is perhaps similar in kind to the GM food trials,where unleashing one thing is seen as something which could multiply and invade other aspects of the system. My worry in this is that such systems are being implemented apparently ignorant of work done in mathematics in complex systems -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : And how do you get the virus to the tumour? David Kern : Well we've done it a number of different ways,our initial clinical trials were in a cancer that you could inject with a needle,but then we moved quickly on to actually putting it actually into the bloodstream,either an artery that's directly profusing the tumour or eventually now we've actually done intravenous administration as well,and importantly we'll shown by all those different routes of administering the virus,we can actually get it there and get it to replicate,and get it to have some biological activity. 

Quentin Cooper : Does that mean your...it's better for tumours that are easier to access, that are nearer the surface? 

David Kern :Well I think for these first generation viruses that's the case,I think what we now have to do is build on our success,with these accessible tumours,where we've seen a lot of success ,particularly in combination with chemotherapy,but now develop new improved viruses that will allow us to target tumours throughout the body,through the bloodstream. 

Quentin Cooper : And what happens once it's targeted the tumour? The tumour goes and the virus does what? 

David Kern :I think we actually don't know at this point how it's cleared,almost certainly part of it will be immune mediated. 
[ That's 3 "don't knows" I've heard in the last week or so,so much for scientists not being honest. In this case the lack of knowledge is worrying.It seems a bit premature to be injecting people with stuff when you don't know what happens to it after it's done it's job -LB] So the immune system is able to recognise the virus once it gets out of the tumour cell and irradicate it,so we think it's probably cleared eventually by the immune system. 
[ I see,so it's as if the virus had entered under normal circumstances and the immune systems sees it as foreign material and dispenses with it. What's the snag? -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Graham Richards same line of inquiry for you really,how....? if you find your small molecules,how do you get them to where they are needed? 

Graham Richards :If you're lucky one of the nice things about small molecules is that they can be taken orally and most people who take pills would rather take pills than have a needle stuck into them,so that's the preferred route from the patients point of view,on the other hand you've got to get the molecules often across fatty membranes,if there are viruses for instance or some other agent which would take the small molecule,that might be really quite an interesting idea to explore. 

Quentin Cooper : So in fact there is room here for you two,to be rubbing heads? 

Graham Richards :I think the more people do...having different approaches to the same thing,talk together,certainly it helps everyone. 

Quentin Cooper : David? 

David Kern :Yeah I would definitely agree we've had some very exciting results that we recently published in Nature Medicine,where we found a tremendous synergy between the small molecule approach with standard chemotherapy and the viral approach,and I think we need to build on that,and continue to combine these different approaches to get the best efficacy against cancer. 

Quentin Cooper : David,I have to ask this question but how long are we likely to be before anything is there and in widespread use? 

David Kern : Well,I think this first generation virus has been used in 250 patients to date in clinical trials and is actually now in the last phase of testing called "phase 3" after which if it continues to look successful it could be approved somewhere in the next 5 years for use,but one would hope that within the next 10 years we would have a number of these viruses available to treat cancers. 

Quentin Cooper : Dr David Kern,Professor Graham Richards thanks,and do keep us posted as to your progress.Well whether it's combating cancer or an archeological dig,there are many scientists who describe their work as a race against time.Next week the Material World looks at the global oceanographic survey that really is up against the clock,the survey vessels are the yachts taking part in a round the world race. 28/9/2000





